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About This Game

Milford Heaven is a RPG hack 'n' slash game with a top-down view. The city of Milford Heaven is under attack of Luken's
monsters, that come from his castle. You, as a warrior, arrive at the town to find out this situation and decide to expore the

castle to try to give Luken's reign of terror an end. And, maybe, get some wealth.

Features:

More than a hundred scenarios to explore

More than 20 kinds of monsters to fight with

Dozens of itens to collect and use

Retro art
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Terrible bad. Stand around with 4 people (which was everybody trying to play the game, btw), give some stuff to other people
until I couldn't do anything, then just sit there til time runs out... Very nice additions to the game but a bit overpriced.

7\/10. Lots of nice looking buildings but most of the doors don't line up with a square.. Absolutley blown away by this game. My
first try at a FarCry game and it's got me hooked. Picked it up for 20 bucks to procrastinate school work. Really cool setting and
concept. I feel like this game really shines when you play survival mode on expert difficulty. Everything is scary and can kill
you. I highly recommend this game and playing it in the dark with nice headphones.

Do yourself a favour and pick this game up. 9.6/10.. Though the art book has some flaws, this is certainly a fun little DLC that
gives some decent insight on the world of Wuppo.. Sid Meier, eat your heart out.. After having played Pako - Car Chase
Simulator, I knew I had to give Pako 2 a try. With a slightly different concept to the game, it feels much like it's original, while
still being unique enough to be it's own game. The controls have been changed, from having a non-stop moving car to having a
car that you can control yourself. The weapons have also changed, whereas before you had to pick up ammo off the ground and
only shoot it in 1 direction, you are given a gunman who will continuously shoot in the direction of your choosing, either with
the mouse or right thumbstick, both of which feel good.

The basics of the game has also changed. In Pako, you simply had to survive for as long as possible while avoiding pretty much
everything in the environment, as 1 hit meant you were done. In Pako 2, you get more freedom when it comes to your vehicle
blowing up, and can take a few hits before you lose. The premise is also different, as now you must help robbers escape while
having cops run after you. I really enjoyed that they added a reason for running away, instead of simply "survive", it's become
more of a "help these people out WHILE you survive". It adds a bit of random-ism as well. In Pako, you could simply keep
doing a loop around the map until you lost, skipping entire sections of map even. In Pako 2, it forces you to explore everywhere
and try out new routes in order to escape the cops.

Overall really fun game, even if it is still in Early Access. The devs are super active on Twitter and they're constantly posting
new teasers and screenshots as well as answering questions thrown at them. Definitely worth the buy for those that are looking
for a cheap fun game to play!

If you would like to see some gameplay, as well as my first look/thoughts on the game, you can check out my video over on my
YouTube channel here: https://youtu.be/XUOwdP0OvNQ. Review Key dos brode

Our reviews are simple,direct to the point that interests,an overall quality of the game and a final consideration.

Game:Game Type
Genre:Action

Graphics: 8/10
History: 7/10
Gameplay: 9/10
Sounds: 8/10
Replayability: 8/10

Final Consideration: This game is awesome! When you start,you will see a interface like a console,that you have to navigate on
it to start the game,when you start the game,looks like it are crazy,but when you going pass the levels,you will see a excellent
bullet hell game,like touhou or others. Absolutely Recommended!. I love this game! I have wonderful memories of playing this
with my Mom and the steam re-release doesn't disappoint. While I say "re-release", nothing has changed - it's just been updated
to run on modern operating systems (I'm on Windows 10.)

The audio is a little old, but there are unique question types - such as the celebrity collect call - that make it fun. The questions
are snarky and surprisingly have a "dirty mind" tilt to them - in a great way, but I'd avoid junior high and below.

For new players, this is very much a computer game - not a controller or mouse game, Multi-player is done via a shared
keyboard and there are fill-in-the-blank questions where you, yes, have to type (it's pretty forgiving on typos, tho.) This is in
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many ways a nice reminder of old style multiplayer...you get creative with seating.

This is also a blast to play solo. You get lots of teasing.

When you first launch, the screen will seem very small. An easy fix:

 Right-click the game in your steam library and select "View local files".

 Right click the main program (something similar like YDKJV2.exe and select "properties".

 Click the "Compatibility" tab.

 In the "Settings" section select the checkbox next to "Run in 640 x 480 screen resolution"

 Click Apply, Click OK, launch game from Steam.

While the initial white box won't be full screen, it will quickly flip to full screen. Don't worry, you haven't changed your
desktop resolution, and once you quit the game everything will go back to normal. Problem solved!. Run..Jump..Die.
Run..Jump.. Die. Run. Jump. Jump.. Die..
Great, now do it again.
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Short (took me about 2 hours), strange and quite charming. The wobbly animations are lovely :)

Worth a try if the screenshots look appealing to you.. For a indie game. This was well done. I am exactly waiting to see if their
will be a alien hallway 3 in the future unless their already is one. But this game was fantastically made. The only I hate about this
game is some of the units descriptions. For the defender when upgrading thier shields. Is it shield lenght? or Shield strength? or
how many times you can use the shield? Also Idk about the last unit you get but I have to wait to unlcok him. The game is very
easy at the beginning but gets very diffecult the more you play. It is a grind\/upgrade to win game. But if you been to madmax
games, addicting games, or even most addiciting games I think it was called when you were a kid in middle and played other
games like this one like for starters enigmata stellar war, is just like this game, but a whole lot better, cause their is a bunch of
stuff to do in it, a bunch of bosses, a bunch of new uints\/new upgraded units to see, same graphics but a tad bit better, and both
are a upgrade\/grind to win type game. But both enigmata stellar war and alien hallway 2 are very good in it's own way. Like I
said before, "I am hoping to see a alien hallway 3" unless you already made it, than I would like to see a alien hallway 4. Keep
up the good work and maybe next time when you make 3 or 4 add a more detailed description about the units upgrade? It was
just only one I know of you missed up on. p.s I Recommend this game. It's cheap, fun, and addiciting. I wouldn't be surprised if
this game made it to madmax games or most addicting games websites. Like age of wars. They need to make a new version of
age of empires.. Finally a 0,99 game that isn't a complete garbage. It's fun to play on short runs and music is awesome.. It's a
good game. Think Mega Man X series game play. Controls are a little different and take some getting used to. I used a controler
and didn't think it was that bad. I enjoyed the story and the music too. It's a short game but there is some replay value if you
liked it enough to go back and find all the secrets. As for all my reviews, buy it on sale. haha

7.5\/10. The online multiplayer PvP is horrible because I only get people fighting in a weird stance where you can't hit them
(everything will be blocked) and then they wait until your stamina is low and they start punching like a girl or a dog swims -
totally unrealistic - until you loose... if you don't fight like them.

Don't buy it or only play with friends.

Game is worth 5 bucks for that short story.. Didn't list amounts in package description. (50x baits, 10x others)

The wording for Credits(?) and Baitcoins are exactly the same.
The credits are just standard currency, unless I missed something.

I don't really feel negatively towards this pack, but the execution was... horrific. (At least it's on theme?)

Edit: Oh. They edited the package description. Yay.. + Nice little game. 16 interesting levels.
- Annoying music. Only way to exit Alt+F4?

Cheap fun. Recommend.. Simple and surprisingly fun if you have a lot of friends over.. Nice paint job

10\/10. You don't want to be Clumsy in Moose Season. Unless you want to explode into huge piles of blood.
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